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“We should strive to make
consumption slow, sustainable
and significant.”
- Nikhita Kapur
Founder - Sketch The Collection
"Art is not an intellectual
process as much as an
intuitive one!"
- Sanjana Shah
Tao Art Gallery

“We care about how you feel.
That’s what Now&Me is for. It’s
for you and all your moods”
- Bani Singh
Co-Founder - Now&Me

"Women belong in all places
where decisions are being
made."
- Ruth Bader Ginsburg
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Sanjana Shah : Tao Art Gallery
When was Tao founded?

Tao was founded in the year 2000. It was founded by Kalpana Shah, a self-taught artist, curator and collector. She
envisioned it as a platform for the promotion of art and a bridge to reduce the gap between artist and audience! Art
is a fundamental human expression. We are all connected to art in some way or the other! Personally for me, art
gives meaning, it helps us to understand contexts, cultures and histories. I started my journey in Tao in 2017 assisting
my mother with show planning, and I eventually took on the official role of Creative Director in 2018. In the role of
Creative Director I curate exhibitions, write concept notes, ideate on new potential collaborations and manage the
gallery’s brand image and sales. It’s amazing to be doing a passion-driven job and having grown up around art, I feel
right at home!

Influence of ART on the Youth:

Art is not an intellectual process as much as an intuitive one! If you ask a child their interpretation of an artwork
you will get an amazingly creative response. Art has this way of connecting and enriching young minds, where they
are pushed to think out of the box and see things in different perspectives. I think the youth at large is unaware of
good artwork because the image of most artists and galleries has unfortunately been an intimidating one. The
nature of the art scene in Mumbai in the initial years of the gallery limited intellectual and creative growth both in
the art consumer and curator. Today however things are different, the importance and value of art is rising again
and a new meaning is associated with the term ‘art appreciation’ in India. This is the time to expand and
encompass a wider idea of art that goes beyond the canvas, curation that explores dimensions, ideas, and parallel
thinking in order to open the mind of the viewer. I believe art can be found in every single thing: installations,
theatre, dance, literature, philosophies, music, all of these human expressions are an art in and of itself! we can
build the bridge and get the youth of Mumbai interested in art It is necessary to create hubs that combine all of
these elements into one symbiotic space. A space that promotes thought, allows for expression and triggers
reactions in people from all walks of life. It will be a space for an mélange of people be it young art students,
traditional connoisseurs, new explorers, passionate buyers or established artists. Tao also started its
#EducateForArt platform in 2018 which has workshops on knowledge-based topics like –Art Appreciation & History
Art Movements & Styles. Also the basics of Art Buying, Selling & Maintenance. We hope to create workshops and
programs for people at all levels of exposure and our specific workshops for children are designed to inculcate and
maintain an eye for art from a young age itself.

Why do you buy art?

We all should buy art, first and foremost for
ourselves! Personally, all the art I buy resonates
with me and I enjoy having it around me in my
house! Make sure that you understand the
background of the artist and the concept of the
artwork but also make sure you allow yourself
to just experience the artwork with no biases to
begin with. Art can make your home and your
life so much more inspiring and engaging!

Books you prefer

A great place to begin is Phaidon’s book 30
Thousand Years of Art. It is a concise read
about human creativity through space and
time. Another great book is The Self-Portrait: A
Cultural History by James Hall that gives you a
more intimate glimpse into the lives of the
iconic European artists in the birthplace of
Renaissance & Modern art. Closer to home,
Ebrahim Alkazi’s book Directing Art — The
Making Of A Modern Indian Art World, focuses
on our own Indian gems of the art world!
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A Special incident that you
shared with an artist
I think both my mother and I
experienced some of the
most special incidents with
M.F. Hussain. He was an
amazingly inspiring man
filled with creativity and
philosophy. I remember once
when my mother and I were
with him, he pointed out the
sunset and said – “look at
the sunrise on the other
side”. He just had this way of
looking at things differently;
he pursued knowledge and
experience above all else!
That is what art brings to
ones life – curiosity.
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Nikhita Kapur : Sketch The Collection
When Did You Start Sketch?

Sketch is a social enterprise with a mission to make fashion consumption ethical and more Inclusive. We
create premium, contemporary garments featuring artwork made by children with special needs, in order
to showcase their skills and spread awareness about their cause. Ever since my first Business Management
lesson in High School, I knew I wanted to start and manage my own company. I am fortunate to have
supportive parents who invested in me and the idea of Sketch. My mother is a resource consultant and has
worked with various social causes for over a decade, including Om Creations Trust. This is why, at 21, with
limited or no experience, I was given permission to work with their students’ paintings. Without Om
Creations cooperation and blessing, it would have been very difficult to execute this idea, and it was my
mother’s relationship with them that enabled me to have access to their team and students. Apart from
the NGO aspect, I also had some experience creating Indian garments for a couple of years. When I was
in school, my mother and I designed bespoke lehengas for clients in India and abroad. While the market
for Indian apparel is very different, that experience taught me a lot about running a business. I had no
education in fashion design, thus this experience and exposure was the basic foundation on which I was
able to launch Sketch, a different label targeted towards a similar clientele.

Why Did You Start Sketch?

A few years ago, I was introduced to the space of Social Entrepreneurship, and was intrigued by the
numerous ways in which companies across all sectors could empower people with fewer opportunities. For
me, this concept is ground-breaking, as it disrupts traditional ways of philanthropy with something that’s
not only as meaningful, but also profitable for everyone involved. For years I have observed how NGOs
across the spectrum teach their students wonderful skills in order to make them self-sufficient by going on
to sell their baked goods, arts or crafts. I have bought several such items myself, always marvelling at
their creativity and eye for detail. However, I always felt there could be more scope to use their creative
work, and thus was born the idea for Sketch, contemporary garments featuring the artwork of children
with special needs. This opportunity is a way for me to do everything I love; grow my own niche brand,
support Inclusion, and embark on a mission to make fashion consumption slow, sustainable and significant

The Founder

Nikhita Kapur is a Dhirubhai Ambani
International School alumnus who has
completed her BA in Business
Management from York St. John University,
along with a Diploma in Business
Management and Entrepreneurship from
ISME, Mumbai. Belonging to a family that
has been working with social causes for
over 15 years, Nikhita has also worked with
causes over the past five years. In 2019, she
launched Sketch in order to pursue her
dream of empowering people who are
differently abled, by incorporating their
skill set in mainstream, contemporary
fashion.
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Our Mission

To encourage ethical
consumption and make the
fashion industry more inclusive
by incorporating the skills of
differently-abled people in
mainstream, contemporary
fashion.

The Method

We procure artwork made by
children with Special Needs
and use it in our premium,
unique and contemporary
designs. 20% of the profits are
donated to an NGO for their
latest initiative, Om ABODE;
India's first residential campus
for over 300 people with
Special Needs.
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Bani Singh : Now&Me
How was Now&Me Started?

Now&Me was launched through word of mouth and social media while the co founders were in
college. Support from friends and families helped Drishti and Bani in giving the initial push to the
brand. Regular offline events helped as well in building the brand identity. Everybody is going
through something in life and everybody needs a shoulder to lean on. Now&Me is that shoulder.
The idea and inspiration for the company came to the co-founders after seeing the people around
who were going through some or the other issues or problems in life, but were not able to find an
outlet to let out their troubles. Drishti and Bani tested the idea amongst the peers in college, and
their response was taken into consideration.

About Now&Me and How it Works

It's as simple as logging onto nowandme.com and pouring your heart out! Now&Me has shared
and displayed more than 4000 personal and heartfelt experiences. Meaningful, wholesome and
sensitive interactions take place among the community every day. One can choose to
post/respond anonymously as well. nowandme.com is a pace where you can truly be who you are.
It is basically a form of kinder internet, where you don't have to pretend to be someone you're not.

Now&Me - Startup Challenges

The biggest challenge for Now&Me is the long-standing stigma around mental health, that stops
people from seeking help even when they know that it’s the right thing to do. Conducting safe,
small talking circles in an attempt to encourage people to open up and own their feelings has
proved to be extremely novel and successful in getting people’s attention.

“

Now&Me - Growth

nowandme.com gets over 10,000 unique visits
every week, and has about 1000 registered
users.nowandme.com ranks amongst the best 10k
websites in India (via Alexa Rankings) NowAndMe
has conducted events on ‘Stress Management and
Mindfulness’ in esteemed institutions such as Indian
Institute of Technology, Delhi (IITD)The cofounders say that while they want to keep the
platform free, they also want to provide users with
access to the right kind of knowledge and
professionals. For this, they will be compiling
different means of recourse available, such as
online and offline therapy, 24/7 helplines and
tele-counselling services, and workshops.

To spread awareness

among people regarding
our product

we

constantly share content
on our social media pages
and also upload
informative blogs every
week on the website

,

most of which are written
by mental health experts

.

This has attracted more
people and motivated

Now&Me - Future Plans

them to share their

“Along with the sharing platform, we also aim to become the
Yellow Pages for Mental Health in India.” Now&Me founder Bani
Singh said emphasizing on the company's future plans. The longterm agenda is to integrate good professional help in the
Now&Me platform along with its existing endeavors towards
mental health and its affordability, availability and accessibility.
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Bani Singh

Founder
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